INFORMATION LETTER

Dear colleagues!

We invite You to take part in the Forum of young cardiologists “From controversies to innovations in modern cardiology”, which will be held in Samara on 16—17 May 2020.

SCIENTIFIC DIRECTIONS OF THE FORUM:
1. “Epidemiology, prevention and rehabilitation. Sports medicine”
4. “Imaging in cardiology, ultrasound and tomography technologies”
5. “Non-coronary diseases, valvular pathology, congenital diseases, pediatric cardiology, pulmonary hypertension”
6. “Cardiovascular surgery, hybrid surgery”
7. “Interventional cardiology. Electrophysiology, pacing, resynchronization”
8. “Interdisciplinary problems in cardiology”

The scientific program of the Forum includes lectures, plenary sessions, scientific symposia, schools for practitioners, training seminars and master classes, clinical discussions, breakout sessions and moderated electronic poster sessions.

SCIENTIFIC AND ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITTEE

HONORARY CHAIRMAN
Professor Evgeny V. Shlyakhto – President Of the Russian Society of Cardiology, Director of V.A. Almazov National medical research center, academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences, doctor of medical Sciences.

CO–CHAIRMEN:
Ratmanov M.A. – Minister of health of the Samara region
Kolsanov A.V. – rector of Samara State Medical University, Professor of RAS, doctor of medical Sciences, Professor;
Tanicheva A.A. – Executive Director of the Russian society of cardiology;
Duplyakov D.V. – Medical Director of the Samara clinical cardiology dispensary named after V.P. Polyakova, Doctor of medical Sciences, Professor;
Chernova A.A. – Chairman of the working group “Young cardiologists” of The Russian cardiological society, Professor of internal diseases department, Krasnoyarsk State Medical University named after
Professor V.F. Voino – Yasenetsky, head of the Russian – Italian laboratory of medical genetics, doctor of medical Sciences;
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY:
Efimova O.I. – cardiologist of neurological Department for patients with acute cerebral circulation disorders of Samara regional clinical hospital named after V. D. Seredavin, post – graduate student of the Department of cardiology and cardiac surgery of the Samara State Medical University (Samara);

Kozik V.A. – Secretary of the Working Group “Young cardiologists” of the Russian cardiological society, lecturer – researcher of the Novosibirsk State Medical University of the Ministry of health of Russia, cardiologist (Novosibirsk);

Mullova I.S. – Chairman of the Samara regional branch of the working group “Young cardiologists” of the Russian cardiological society, lecturer – researcher of the Samara State Medical University, cardiologist of the Samara clinical cardiology dispensary, V.P. Polyakova (Samara).

Vlasov A.A. – Secretary of the Working Group “Young cardiologists” of the Russian cardiological society for work, senior researcher of the 33 Central research and testing Institute, candidate of medical Sciences (Saratov region);

MEMBERS OF THE SCIENTIFIC AND ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITTEE:
Barbarash O.L. – Director of the research Institute of complex problems of cardiovascular diseases, corresponding member of the Russian Academy of Sciences, doctor of medical Sciences, Professor (Kemerovo)

Boytsov S.A. – General Director National medical research center of cardiology, Chief freelance cardiologist of the Central, Ural, Siberian and far Eastern Federal districts, honored doctor of the Russian Federation, corresponding member of the Russian Academy of Sciences, doctor of medical Sciences, Professor (Moscow);

Chernyavsky M.A. – head of the research Institute of vascular and interventional surgery of the V.A. Almazov National medical research center, doctor of medical Sciences (St. Petersburg);

Efimova E.V. – interventional cardiologist, Department of electrophysiology “Cardiology center Leipzig”, candidate of medical Sciences (Leipzig, Germany);

Garkina S.V. – Deputy Chairman of the Working Group “Young cardiologists” of the Russian cardiological society for regional development and organizational issues, cardiologist of the Electrophysiology Department of research Institute of Arrhythmology of V.A. Almazov National medical research center, candidate of medical Sciences (St. Petersburg);

Gubareva I.V. – associate Professor, head of the Department of internal diseases, Samara State Medical University, doctor of medical Sciences (Samara);

Kashtalap V.V. – head of the laboratory of pathophysiology of multifocal atherosclerosis of the Research Institute of complex problems of cardiovascular diseases, doctor of medical Sciences (Kemerovo);
Konradi A.O. – Deputy Director General for research, head of the research Department of arterial hypertension of the V.A. Almazov National medical research center, corresponding member of the Russian Academy of Sciences, doctor of medical Sciences, Professor (St. Petersburg);

Kontsevaya A.V. – Deputy Director for scientific and analytical work of the Scientific medical research center of preventive medicine, doctor of medical Sciences (Moscow);

Kuznetsov D.V. – Head of the Department Samara clinical cardiology dispensary named after V.P. Polyakov, candidate of medical Sciences (Samara);

Lebedev D.S. – head of the research Institute of Arrhythmology of the V.A. Almazov National medical research center, Professor of the Russian Academy of Sciences, doctor of medical Sciences, Professor (St. Petersburg);

Matskeplishvili S.T. – scientific consultant of the University clinic of Moscow state University named after M.V. Lomonosov, cardiologist, corresponding member of the Russian Academy of Sciences, doctor of medical Sciences, Professor (Moscow);

Nedoshivin A.O. – scientific Secretary of the V.A. Almazov National medical research center, doctor of medical Sciences, Professor (St. Petersburg);

Nikulina S.Yu. – Vice – rector for academic Affairs of Krasnoyarsk State Medical University named after Professor V.F. Voino-Yasenetsky, doctor of medical Sciences, Professor (Krasnoyarsk);

Pavlova T.V. – Professor of the Department of cardiology and cardiovascular surgery Samara State Medical University, doctor of medical Sciences (Samara);

Shchukin Y.V. – doctor of medical Sciences, Professor, head of the Department and clinic of propedeutic therapy Samara State Medical University, chief freelance specialist in medical and pharmaceutical education of the Ministry of health of the Samara region (Samara);

Shepel R.N. – Deputy Chairman of the Working Group “Young cardiologists”, Head of the Department of organizational and methodological management and analysis of the quality of medical care of the National medical research center of preventive medicine, chief freelance therapist of the Central Federal district (Moscow);

Sitnikova M.Yu. – Professor of the Department of internal diseases, head of the research Department of heart failure V.A. Almazov National medical research center, doctor of medical Sciences, Professor (St. Petersburg);

Surkova E.A. – cardiologist “Royal Brompton hospital”, candidate of medical Sciences (London, great Britain);

Tatarsky R.B. – leading researcher of the research Institute of Arrhythmology of V.A. Almazov National medical research center, doctor of medical Sciences (St. Petersburg);

Voevoda M.I. – Acting Director Federal Research Center of basic and Translational Medicine, academician of Russian Academy of Sciences, doctor of medical Sciences, Professor (Novosibirsk);
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avramenko Anton</td>
<td>Samara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batluk Tatiana</td>
<td>Novosibirsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbilo Sergey</td>
<td>St. Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galenko Victoria</td>
<td>St. Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnilomedova Darya</td>
<td>Samara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gubareva Ekaterina</td>
<td>Samara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dzhioeva Olga</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolgushina Svetlana</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplakova Polina</td>
<td>Samara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efimova Oksana</td>
<td>Samara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zorina Ekaterina</td>
<td>Samara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zubkova Polina</td>
<td>St. Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irtyuga Olga</td>
<td>St. Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karev Egor</td>
<td>St. Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kercheva Maria</td>
<td>Tomsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirgizova Marina</td>
<td>Tomsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebedev Denis</td>
<td>Tomsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyubimtseva Tamara</td>
<td>St. Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mareev Yuri</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morozov Alexander</td>
<td>St. Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mullova Irina</td>
<td>Samara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubanenko Anatoly</td>
<td>Samara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubanenko Olesya</td>
<td>Samara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semenova Elena</td>
<td>Omsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solovieva Angela</td>
<td>St. Petersburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halmatova Alina</td>
<td>Samara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherepanova Natalia</td>
<td>Samara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chichkova Tatyana</td>
<td>Kemerovo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chulkov Vasily</td>
<td>Chelyabinsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shekhovtsova Tatyana</td>
<td>Samara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shilyaeva Natalia</td>
<td>Samara</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The purpose of the Forum is to discuss topical problems of diagnosis and treatment of cardiovascular diseases, coverage of innovative organizational and therapeutic approaches to the management of patients with cardiovascular disease.

We invite all interested specialists, cardiologists, young scientists to participate in the Forum. Submit your project by 1st February.

The application process is fully automated and is carried out only through the official website of the Russian society of cardiology [www.scardio.ru](http://www.scardio.ru)

**ATTENTION!!! ONLY FULLY FORMED SYMPOSIA ARE ACCEPTED!!!**

30 travel-grants are available for young people aged 35 and under- participants of the Working Group “Young cardiologists” of the Russian cardiological society. Grants are offered on a competitive basis.

Please submit your travel grant application no later than/before 1 February 2020 to Andrey Vlasov at young@scardio.ru.

The materials of the Forum reports will be published in the form of full-text articles in the scientific and practical peer-reviewed journal “SCIENCE and INNOVATIONS in MEDICINE” (after reviewing)

The works of young scientists, designed in strict accordance with the rules of the journal, are accepted for publication until 20th February, 2020 through the official website: [www.innoscience.ru](http://www.innoscience.ru)

**CONFERENCE VENUE:** Samara, Holiday Inn, A. Tolstoy str. 99

**OFFICIAL LANGUAGES OF THE FORUM:** Russian and English

Participants who haven’t received a travel grant are kindly requested to book a hotel on their own.

Holiday Inn Samara  
99 A. Tolstoy str.  
(846) 372-70-00  
www.hi-samara.ru

Hotel “Yar”  
23 Lesnaya str.  
(846)277-90-29  
www.yar-samara.ru

Hotel “East West city”  
Osipenko str.  
3 (846) 240-91-09  
www.ostwesthotel.ru

Hotel “iceberg”  
2 Dachnaya str.  
(846) 270-22-89  
www.hotel-iceberg.com

Renaissance  
Samara hotel Novo  
Sadovaya street  
162b (846) 277-83-40  
www.renaissancehotels.com

Sincerely, the organizing Committee of the Forum
PROGRAM COMMITTEE OF THE FORUM OF YOUNG CARDIOLOGISTS

CHAIRMAN OF THE PROGRAM COMMITTEE:

Anna Chernova (Krasnoyarsk)
E-mail: anechkachernova@yandex.ru

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY:

Svetlana Garkina (St. Petersburg)
E-mail: svetlanagarkina@yahoo.com

SECTIONS OF THE SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM OF THE FORUM:

1. Group “Epidemiology, prevention and rehabilitation. Sports medicine”
3. The group of “Acute cardiac care. Heart failure. Transplantation in cardiology”
4. Group “Imaging in cardiology, ultrasound and tomography technologies”
5. Group “Non-Coronary diseases, valvular pathology, congenital diseases, pediatric cardiology, pulmonary hypertension”
6. Group “Cardiovascular surgery, hybrid surgery”
7. Group “Interventional cardiology. Electrophysiology, pacing, resynchronization”
8. Group “Interdisciplinary problems in cardiology”

YOUTH PROGRAM COMMITTEE

1. GROUP “EPIDEMIOLOGY, PREVENTION AND REHABILITATION. SPORTS MEDICINE”

Elena Efremova (Ulyanovsk)  lena_1953@mail.ru
Valentina Kozik (Novosibirsk)  valiya90@mail.ru
Ruslan Shepel (Moscow)  r.n.shepel@mail.ru

2. GROUP “ARTERIAL HYPERTENSION. CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE, LIPIDS AND ATHEROSCLEROSIS”

Vasily Kashtalap (Kemerovo)  v_kash@mail.ru
Svetlana Dolginina (Moscow)  s.dolginina@gmail.com
Olesya Rubanenko (Samara)  olesya.rubanenko@gmail.com
3. THE GROUP OF “ACUTE CARDIAC CARE. HEART FAILURE. TRANSPLANTATION IN CARDIOLOGY”

Victoria Galenko (St. Petersburg) vicka.galenco@yandex.ru
Yuri Mareev (Moscow) mareev84@gmail.com
Irina Mullova (Samara) irinamullova@gmail.com

4. GROUP “IMAGING IN CARDIOLOGY, ULTRASOUND AND TOMOGRAPHY TECHNOLOGIES”

Elena Surkova (London) elena.surkova.md@gmail.com
Olga Dzhioeva (Moscow) dzhioevaon@gmail.com
Maria Kercheva (Tomsk) tmkelka06@rambler.ru

5. GROUP “NON-CORONARY DISEASES, VALVULAR PATHOLOGY, CONGENITAL DISEASES, PEDIATRIC CARDIOLOGY, PULMONARY HYPERTENSION”

Anton Avramenko (Samara) anton.avramenko@gmail.com
Olga Irtyuga (St. Petersburg) olgir@yandex.ru
Cherepanova Natalia (Samara) 63cherepanova@mail.ru

6. GROUP “CARDIOVASCULAR SURGERY, HYBRID SURGERY”

Mikhail Chernyavskii (Saint Petersburg) machern@mail.ru
Kirill Mikhailov (Samara) kirillmihaiilov@yandex.ru
Vladimir Uspenskiy (Saint Peterburg) vladimiruspenskiy@gmail.com

7. GROUP “INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY, ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY, PACING, RESYNCHRONIZATION”

Roman Tatarsky (Saint Petersburg) tatar2002@list.ru
Elena Efimova (Leipzig) e.efimova@yahoo.de
Denis Lebedev (Tomsk) titze@mail.ru

8. GROUP “INTERDISCIPLINARY PROBLEMS IN CARDIOLOGY”

Vasily Chulkov (Chelyabinsk) vschulkov@rambler.ru
Oksana Efimova (Samara) kcycha5555@yandex.ru
Polina Zubkova (St. Petersburg) pol-na@mail.ru
REGISTRATION RULES FOR ELECTRONIC POSTERS
(или E-POSTERS)

To participate in the Forum of Young Cardiologists with a poster report, abstracts should be submitted in the form of an electronic poster (e-poster) in file format *.ppt or *.pptx (Power Point file) consisting of a single slide.

E-posters should be sent to the following e-mail address till the 1st of February 2020, Vlasov Andrey Alexandrovich at young@scardio.ru.

How to create a poster?
Create your e-poster in Power Point
The orientation of the slide “Album”
The size of the slide “Screen (16:9)”
Font types are Times New Roman, Helvetica, Arial, Calibri, Verdana or Symbol.
Font size-14 or more points. The title should be underlined using bold font.
Animated gifs and videos are not allowed.
Please note that the use of official RKO logos are prohibited.

E-poster design
Title, author(s), institution, email address (In width of the top edge of the entire slide)
It is mandatory to indicate the source of funding or its absence
Goal
Methods
Results
Summary
The text in the poster should be broken down by including drawings, tables, diagrams, photos, etc.
DEAR COLLEAGUES!

WE INVITE YOU TO TAKE AN PART IN THE UPCOMING FORUM OF YOUNG CARDIOLOGISTS OF RKO, WHICH WILL BE HELD ON 16-17 MAY 2020 IN SAMARA!

We kindly ask you to send your ideas and applications for organizing symposiums until February 1, 2020

ATTENTION!

The application process is fully automated and is carried out through the official website of The Russian society of cardiology www.scardio.ru

ACCEPTANCE OF SCIENTIFIC PAPERS FOR PUBLICATION

ATTENTION!

At the upcoming Forum of Young Cardiologists in Samara, instead of publishing scientific theses, young specialists will be given a unique opportunity to publish a full-fledged scientific article (with the results of their own research or a description of a rare clinical case)!

Materials of the Forum reports will be accepted in the form of full-text articles in the scientific and practical peer-reviewed journal “Science and innovations in medicine” (AFTER REVIEWING!)

The works of young scientists, designed in strict accordance with the rules of the journal, should be sent for publication till the 20th of February 2020 through the official website: www.innoscience.ru

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE PUBLICATIONS SENT TO THE JOURNAL ARE NOT EDITED, AND IN CASE OF A NEGATIVE DECISION OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD, THE AUTHORS ARE NOT INFORMED ABOUT THE REASONS FOR THE REFUSAL!